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Chapter V 

Conclusions and Suggestion 

Conclusions   

 Based on the explanation in chapter IV, the result of this research can be 

concluded as some similarities and differences of noun phrase in English and 

Atinggola language. Firstly, The form of English noun phrase consist of Pre 

modification [determiner, identifier, numerals, adjective phrase and noun modifier], 

Post modification [relative clause, non-finite clause, adverb phrase, prepositional 

phrase]. Secondly, The form of Atinggola noun phrase comprise of Pre modification 

[determiner, verb], Post modification [identifier, numerals, adjective, adverb phrase 

and prepositioanl phrase]. Thirdly, In English and Atinggola language have some 

similarities, they are; determiner is placed before noun head, prepositional phrase and 

adverb phrase are located after noun head. Fourthly,  In English and Atinggola 

language also have some differences such as; in English language possessive, 

demonstrative, numerals, and adjective are placed before noun head. Otherwise, in 

Atinggola language they are located after noun head. In addition, Atinggola have verb 

in pre modification of noun phrase, whereas some cases in English verb is cannot 

accepted in pre modification or post modification of noun phrase. 

Suggestions 

 Based on the conclusion above, researcher would like to give some suggestion to 

the readers they are; In comparison two languages, we should be using contrastive 

analysis technique to find out the similarities and differences between two languages. 
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On that ground, it will make the readers easier to learn about the language. 

Futhermore, recommended to the readers that contrastive analysis about noun phrase 

between English and Atinggola will increase our understanding about each language, 

especially to the students from Atinggola, because this reserach is discussed about 

structure of Atinggola language which comparative with English. Therefore, it will be 

benefit for them. Moreover, this research can be a reference to the research about 

syntax study. This skripsi purpose to make the readers easier to learn about Atinggola 

language, if they have some interesting point to be applyed to their interesting 

content. 

 

 


